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The Process

Zero Draft 

Sept 2017

Initial presentation 

(2017 AGM)

ICMM review 

Nov 2017
Public consultation 

May/June 2017

Expert peer 

review Dec 2017

Guidance 

documents 

Oct 2018





What is the risk of undervaluation?

a) What is the mineral product 

being exported?

• Form

• Quality variation

• Benchmark prices/ spot sales

b) Is it sold mainly via related 

party transactions?

• Highly integrated

• Private, state owned

c) What quality controls do 
mining companies have

• Comply with standards

• In-house testing facilities/ 

outsource

d) How does government 
calculate sales revenue 

• Benchmark prices

• Distinct valuation 

arrangements in contracts



Mineral Valuation – Three Key Messages
• It is more important to invest in mineral sampling than testing

• Key phase for sampling errors and non-compliance

• The appropriate policy for export valuation depends on risk

• Understanding risk helps define response

• Not every response has to be a full government run testing 

program

• Legal and policy instruments may provide important 

alternatives to consider

• Reporting standards are critical for compliance

• Multiple policy responses available

• Including who reports to government

• Company or testing organization

• Can reporting requirements help overcome other capacity gaps?





Base erosion via interest deductions

Deductible interest

Taxable 
Profits

Deductible interest

Taxable 
Profits

BANK

Third-party loans against market rates

Inflated loans to low-tax group entity



• Simple structures

• Non-arm’s length interest rates paid to related parties

• Complex structures

– Push downs: Debt-funded mine purchases where debt is 
“pushed down” to host country 

– Hybrid instruments: exploiting gaps between tax systems

– Arrangements contingent on features of host country tax 
system

What mining MNE structures have we 

seen?



• Capacity-constrained economies need 

• simple and clear measures

• transparent and consistent implementation

• no or limited administrative discretion

• Building blocks of Action 4 are flexible to 
accommodate characteristics of mining industry

Conclusions and Best Practices

10%-30% ratio rule

Group ratio escape





Tax Incentives - Three Key Messages

1. Consider whether incentives are necessary to attract investment

2. Weigh the costs and benefits

3. Factor in potential behavioural responses.
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Benefits Costs

• GDP growth

• Employment

• Revenues

• Immediate revenue loss

• Would the investment have 

happened anyway?

• Additional revenue loss due 

to behavioural responses 

• Administrative costs

• Economic distortions

Do the benefits outweigh the costs? 



How can incentives lead to BEPS? 

Incentive, direct costs + Potential Behavioural Response 

• Tax holiday Speed up the rate of production 

during the tax holiday period.

• Withholding tax 

relief on interest 

and management 

services

Increase amount of interest expense 

and charges for services paid to 

foreign affiliates.

• Cost-based 

incentives

Inflate capital expenditure to 

maximise the tax benefit.



IGF Financial Model

• Financial model to illustrate the impacts of tax incentives –

• Including behavioural responses 

• Orders of magnitude!

• Based on fictitious medium gold mine in Sub-Saharan Africa

• Beta stage model released shortly

• Can be adapted by governments for use in-country

• Open source; FAST standard; nothing hidden or locked
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1. Knowledge Development

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23

• Tax 

incentives

• Excessive 

interest

• Valuation 

of minerals

• Bauxite 

pricing

• Fiscal 

stabilisation

• Tax treaties

• Metals 

streaming

• Hedging*

• Ring-

fencing

• Indirect 

transfers of 

offshore 

assets

2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23

*Seeking members for informal working group on streaming and hedging.



2. Implementation

a) Deep Dive Support b) Training c) Advisory Services

4 – 6 countries 

long-term 

support

Issue-specific; 

bespoke trainings 

• transfer pricing

• valuation

• mine finance

Demand led, 

ongoing

Delivered in collaboration with partners - OECD, ATAF, ISLP etc.



Tax Inspectors Without Borders

Build capacity of 
tax authorities

Balanced 
approach

Learning-
by-doing

No 
substitution

Real-time 
current 
cases

Demand 
driven

Complements global efforts 
to address BEPS

Promoting behavior 
change towards 
responsible taxation

Integrates with other 

programmes, such as IGF 

cooperation



Promising Global Results



Get in touch if your country would 

like support:

Alexandra Readhead, Technical Advisor, IGF

Alexandra.readhead@iisd.net

Howard Mann, Senior International Law Advisor, IGF

howardlmann@gmail.com

Maikel Evers, Advisor – OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration

Maikel.EVERS@oecd.org

Follow us on twitter: @IGFMining

Visit our website: https://www.igfmining.org
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